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Long acting injections and implants improve therapy,
enhance patient compliance, improve dosing
convenience, and are the most appropriate
formulation choice for drugs that undergo extensive
first pass metabolism or that exhibit poor oral
bioavailability. An intriguing variety of technologies
have been developed to provide long acting
injections and implants. Many considerations need to
go into the design of these systems in order to
translate a concept from the lab bench to actual
therapy for a patient. This book surveys and
summarizes the field. Topics covered in Long Acting
Injections and Implants include the historical
development of the field, drugs, diseases and clinical
applications for long acting injections and implants,
anatomy and physiology for these systems, specific
injectable technologies (including lipophilic solutions,
aqueous suspensions, microspheres, liposomes, in
situ forming depots and self-assembling lipid
formulations), specific implantable technologies
(including osmotic implants, drug eluting stents and
microfabricated systems), peptide, protein and
vaccine delivery, sterilization, drug release testing
and regulatory aspects of long acting injections and
implants. This volume provides essential information
for experienced development professionals but was
also written to be useful for scientists just beginning
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work in the field and for others who need an
understanding of long acting injections and implants.
This book will also be ideal as a graduate textbook.
Appropriate for the do-it-yourselfer, this book is a
comprehensive upgrade and repair guide for the
classic, one-piece Macintosh. Easy-to-use diagnostic
software for quick performance checks is included,
covering models 128K, the Macintosh SE, the Lisa
2/5, the Lisa 2/10, and the Macintosh XL.
The way medium and large companies operate has
changed considerably in recent years. Industry
topics such as agility, governance, risk management,
knowledge management, business intelligence,
quality management and others top corporate
agendas. Each of these topics affect strategy and, in
turn, guides and directs implementation instructions
such as standards and best practices. However,
what about managing the implementation
instructions to the strategies? What about
compliance and the health of the strategies? This
book addresses these vital issues in a simple
structured form. The process consists of a central
repository through which strategies, implementation
instructions and best practices are stored and
managed. Document owners are driven to keep their
papers current. Target audiences are driven for
compliance with the strategies and for the use of
best practices. Corrective actions are triggered as
issues emerge. At any time, executives can see the
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health of their strategies through a dashboard.
This edited work presents a series of reviews
focusing on Druggable Lipid Signaling Pathways. It
enables researchers in both academic institutions
and industry as well as physicians to understand
historical aspects of lipid signaling and future
directions of drug discovery targeting lipid signaling
pathways. This book provides 9 pathways including
acyltransferases, prostanoids, leukotrienes, epoxy
fatty acids, sphingolipids, lysophospholipids,
endocannabinoids, phosphoinositides, and lipid
GPCRs. Readers will discover the importance of
each lipid signaling pathway that contributes to
broad range of diseases including neurological and
neuropsychiatric diseases, pain, metabolic
syndromes, cardiovascular diseases, cancer,
dermatological diseases, fibrosis, inflammation, etc.
Also, readers will recognize that many drugs
targeting lipid signaling have been clinically used.
Drugs currently under development are also
discussed in each chapter, which includes some
information about clinical trials and strategic drug
designs.
This widely anticipated report will be welcomed by all
who wish to come to a greater understanding of the
issues surrounding homosexuality, bisexuality and
transsexualism and the Church. It provides an indepth account of the surrounding issues, and
provides detailed analyses of key Scriptural
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passages.
"Mr McDonagh is destined to be one of the theatrical
luminaries of the 21st century" (The New Republic)
In 1934, the people of Inishmaan learn that the
Hollywood director Robert Flaherty is coming to the
neighbouring island to film his documentary Man of
Aran. No one is more excited than Cripple Billy, an
unloved boy whose chief occupation has been
gazing at cows and yearning for a girl who wants no
part of him. For Billy is determined to cross the sea
and audition for the Yank. And as news of his
audacity ripples thorugh his rumour-starved
community, The Cripple of Inishmaan becomes a
merciless portrayal of a world so comically cramped
and mean-spirited that hope is an affront to its order.
With this bleak yet uproariously funny play, Martin
McDonagh fulfills the promise of his award-winning
The Beauty Queen of Leenane while confirming his
place in a tradition that extends from Synge to
O'Casey and Brendan Behan.
Percutaneous Penetration Enhancers in a miniseries format comprising five volumes, represents
the most comprehensive reference on enhancement
methods – both well established and recently
introduced – in the field of dermal/transdermal drug
delivery. In detail the broad range of both chemical
and physical methods used to enhance the skin
delivery of drugs is described. All aspects of drug
delivery and measurement of penetration are
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covered and the latest findings are provided on skin
structure and function, mathematics in skin
permeation and modern analytical techniques
adapted to assess and measure penetration. In
offering a detailed description of the methods
currently in use for penetration enhancement, this
book will be of value for researchers, pharmaceutical
scientists, practitioners and also students.?
The original 1991 Statement by the House of
Bishops on many aspects of sexual behaviour,
including homosexuality. Commended by the
General Synod for wide discussion within the
Church.
Like genomics, which defines genes in a genome
irrespective of functionality, metabolomics profiles all
metabolites in a biological sample irrespective of the
chemical and physical properties of these molecules.
Metabolomics can potentially define cellular
processes by providing a measure of the ultimate
phenotype of an organism, characterized by the
collage of small molecules whose levels of
accumulation is altered in response to genetic and
environmentally induced changes in gene
expression.
In the view of most experts pharmacology is on
drugs, targets, and actions. In the context the drug
as a rule is seen as an active pharmaceutical
ingredient and not as a complex mixture of chemical
entities of a well defined structure. Today, we are
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becoming more and more aware of the fact that
delivery of the active compound to the target site is a
key. The present volume gives a topical overview on
various modern approaches to drug targeting
covering today’s options for specific carrier systems
allowing successful drug treatment at various sites of
the body difficult to address and allowing to increase
the benefit-risk-ratio to the optimum possible.
The first comprehensive coverage of all facets of the
Claisen rearrangement and its variants. As such, this
book helps synthetic chemists to exploit the vast
potential of this elegant C-C linking reaction,
discusses a wealth of catalytic options, and gives
those more theory-minded chemists a detailed
insight into the mechanistic aspects of the Claisen
rearrangement. An invaluable source of information
and a ready reference for all organic and catalytic
chemists, as well as those working with/on
organometallics, and in industry.
Handbook of Evidence-Based Practice in Clinical
Psychology, Volume 1 covers the evidence-based
practices now identified for treating children and
adolescents with a wide range of DSM disorders.
Topics include fundamental issues, developmental
disorders, behavior and habit disorders, anxiety and
mood disorders, and eating disorders. Each chapter
provides a comprehensive review of the evidencebased practice literature for each disorder and then
covers several different treatment types for clinical
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implementation. Edited by the renowned Peter
Sturmey and Michel Hersen and featuring
contributions from experts in the field, this reference
is ideal for academics, researchers, and libraries.
The American PoZiticaZ Science Research Guide to their
efforts. Individuals in administra is a new series dealing
generally with Ameri tive positions will also find that the
APSRG offers a means for keeping current on public can
government and specifically with public administration, state
and local government, policy questions, despite the normal
restric the legislative and executive branches, and tions of
time and circumstance. the judiciary. The key to the entire
program is the use of the data base of the Political Science
Series of As an innovative idea, the APSRG is an approach
to political research which focuses upon a the Universal
Reference System. Combining ele single area within the
discpline of political ments of the definitive URS Supplement
and a science. The first in a proposed series of refined
indexing procedure, the APSRG is pro softcover research
guides, the APSRG is repre duced under the superv~s~on of
the same schol sentative of the guiding principle of provid ars
who develop that annual supplement.
After more than fifteen years, this initial volume of the
American Film Institute Catalog series is again in print. The
1920s set covers the important filmmaking period when
"movies" became "talkies," and the careers of many influential
directors and actors were launched. Films such as Wings,
The Phantom of the Opera, All Quiet on the Western Front,
and The Jazz Singer are included in this volume. After more
than fifteen years, this initial volume of the American Film
Institute Catalog series is again in print. The 1920s set covers
the important filmmaking period when "movies" became
"talkies," and the careers of many influential directors and
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actors were launched. Films such as Wings, The Phantom of
the Opera, All Quiet on the Western Front, and The Jazz
Singer are included in this volume.
'Total Synthesis of Natural Products' is written and edited by
some of today's leaders in organic chemistry. Eleven
chapters cover a range of natural products, from steroids to
alkaloids. Each chapter contains an introduction to the natural
product in question, descriptions of its biological and
pharmacological properties and outlines of total synthesis
procedures already carried out. Particular emphasis is placed
on novel methodologies developed by the respective authors
and their research groups. This text is ideal for graduate and
advanced undergraduate students, as well as organic
chemists in academia and industry.
First published in 2006. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor &
Francis, an informa company.
This book details three main topics: the screening and
characterization of hydrocarbons from air, soil and water;
technologies in the biodegradation of hydrocarbons; and the
bioconversion of hydrocarbons for biofuel/chemicals, as well
as recent developments in the remediation of hydrocarbons
and their environmental benefits. The first section focuses on
screening methods, qualitative and quantitative analysis of
hydrocarbons from soil, air and water environments,
speciation of hydrocarbons, and natural bioremediation
strategies in such environments. The second section
examines technologies for removing hydrocarbon
contaminants from various environments, especially
advanced technologies for the removal of hydrocarbons and
in-situ and ex-situ remediation strategies and problems, as
well as concrete case studies. The last section, covering the
bioconversion of hydrocarbons for biofuel/chemicals,
highlights the biochemicals and bioproducts developed from
hydrocarbons, with a particular focus on biochemical and
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chemical technologies used to produce biopolymers, biofuel
precursors and commodity chemicals from hydrocarbons.
Provides a comprehensive introduction to the mechanical
behaviour of solid polymers. Extensively revised and updated
throughout, the second edition now includes new material on
mechanical relaxations and anisotropy, composites
modelling, non-linear viscoelasticity, yield behaviour and
fracture of tough polymers. The accessible approach of the
book has been retained with each chapter designed to be self
contained and the theory and applications of the subject
carefully introduced where appropriate. The latest
developments in the field are included alongside worked
examples, mathematical appendices and an extensive
reference. Fully revised and updated throughout to include all
the latest developments in the field Worked examples at the
end of the chapter An invaluable resource for students of
materials science, chemistry, physics or engineering studying
polymer science
This collection of essays examines how spatial mobilities of
people and practices, technologies and objects, knowledge
and ideas have shaped the production, circulation, and
transfer of knowledge in different historical and geographical
contexts. Targeting an interdisciplinary audience, Mobilities of
Knowledge combines detailed empirical analyses with
innovative conceptual approaches. The first part scrutinizes
knowledge circulation, transfer, and adaption, focussing on
the interpersonal communication process, early techniques of
papermaking, a geographical text, indigenous knowledge in
exploration, the genealogy of spatial analysis, and different
disciplinary knowledges about the formation of cities, states,
and agriculture. The second part analyses the interplay of
mediators, networks, and learning by studying academic
careers, travels, and collaborations within the British Empire,
public internationalism in Geneva, the global transfer of
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corporate knowledge through expatriation, graduate mobility
from the global south to the global north, and the international
mobility of degree programs in higher education.This book is
open access under a CC BY 4.0 license.
The 2001 report completed a comprehensive review of the
risks to offspring following parental exposure to radiation. The
review included an evaluation of those diseases which have
both hereditary and environmental components. The major
finding is that the total hereditary risk to the first generation
following radiation is less than one tenth of the risk of fatal
carcinogenesis following irrradiation. The Committee
concluded that a sounder basis now exists for estimating the
hereditary risks of radiation exposure. This is due to
advances in molecular genetics, and in the evaluation of
multifactorial diseases, such as coronary heart disease.
Over the last twenty years, developments of the ab initio
metho dologies and of the computing capacities have
progressively turned quantum chemistry into a predictive tool
for molecular systems involving only light elements. The
situation appears less advanced for systems containing
transition metal elements where specific difficulties arise, like
those 1inked to the quasi-degeneracy of the lowest atomic
states. Correlation effects, which are important only for
quantitative accuracy in the treatment of molecules made of
light elements, need sometimes to be considered even for a
qualitative des cription of transition metals systems (like the
multiple metal-metal bond). The treatment of atoms of a high
atomic number has necessited the development of model
potential methods. These difficulties ex acerbate for systems
containing several trans ition atoms a correct description of
the dichromium molecule Crz still represents a challenge to
quantum chemists. Yet many advances have been made
recently in the theoretical treatment of these systems, despite
the fact that our understanding still remains disparate with a
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variety of models and methodologies used more or less
successfully (one-electron models, explicitly correlated ab
initio methods, density functional formalisms). For these
reasons, a NATO Advanced Research Workshop was
organized to review in detail the state-of-the-art techniques
and at the same time the most common applications. These
encompass many fields including the spectroscopy of
diatomics and small aggregates, structure and reactivity
problems in organometallic chemistry, the cluster surface
analogy with its implications for heterogeneous catalysis and
the description of extended structures.
This book includes the proceedings of the conference
“Problems of the Geocosmos” held by the Earth Physics
Department, St. Petersburg State University, Russia, every
two years since 1996. Covering a broad range of topics in
solid Earth physics and solar-terrestrial physics, as well as
more applied subjects such as engineering geology and
ecology, the book reviews the latest research in planetary
geophysics, focusing on the interaction between the Earth’s
shells and the near-Earth space in a unified system. This
book is divided into four sections: • Exploration and
Environmental Geophysics (EG), which covers two broad
areas of environmental and engineering geophysics – nearsurface research and deep geoelectric studies; •
Paleomagnetism and Rock Magnetism (P), which includes
research on magnetostratigraphy, paleomagnetism applied to
tectonics, environmental magnetism, and marine magnetic
anomalies; • Seismology (S), which covers the theory of
seismic wave propagation, Earth’s structure from seismic
data, global and regional seismicity and sources of
earthquakes, and novel seismic instruments and data
processing methods; and • Physics of Solar-Terrestrial
Connections (STP), which includes magnetospheric
phenomena, space weather, and the interrelationship
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between solar activity and climate.
Along the undisturbed shores, especially of the
Mediterranean Sea and the European North Atlantic Ocean,
is a quite widespread plant called Beta maritima by botanists,
or more commonly sea beet. Nothing, for the inexperienced
observer's eye, distinguishes it from surrounding wild
vegetation. Despite its inconspicuous and nearly invisible
flowers, the plant has had and will have invaluable economic
and scientific importance. Indeed, according to Linnè, it is
considered "the progenitor of the beet crops possibly born
from Beta maritima in some foreign country". Recent
molecular research confirmed this lineage. Selection applied
after domestication has created many cultivated types with
different destinations. The wild plant always has been
harvested and used both for food and as a medicinal herb.
Sea beet crosses easily with the cultivated types. This
facilitates the transmission of genetic traits lost during
domestication, which selection processes aimed only at
features immediately useful to farmers and consumers may
have depleted. Indeed, as with several crop wild relatives,
Beta maritima has been successfully used to improve
cultivated beet’s genetic resistances against many diseases
and pests. In fact, sugar beet cultivation currently would be
impossible in many countries without the recovery of traits
preserved in the wild germplasm. Dr. Enrico Biancardi
graduated from Bologna University. From 1977 until 2009, he
was involved in sugar beet breeding activity by the Istituto
Sperimentale per le Colture Industriali (ISCI) formerly
Stazione Sperimentale di Bieticoltura (Rovigo, Italy), where
he released rhizomania and cercospora resistant germplasm
and collected seeds of Mediterranean sea beet populations
as a genetic resource for breeding and ex situ conservation.
Retired since 2009, he still collaborates with several working
breeders, in particular, at the USDA Agricultural Research
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Stations, at the Chinese Academy of Agricultural Science
(CAAS), and at the Athens University (AUA). He has edited
books, books chapters and authored more than 150 papers.
Dr. Lee Panella is a plant breeder and geneticist with the
USDA-ARS at Fort Collins, Colorado. He earned his B.S. in
Crop and Soil Science from Michigan State University, an
M.S. in Plant Breeding from Texas A&M University, and a
Ph.D. in genetics from the University of California at Davis.
His research focus is developing disease resistant germplasm
using sugar beet wild relatives. He is chairman of the USDAARS Sugar Beet Crop Germplasm Committee and has
collected and worked extensively with sea beet. Dr. Robert T.
Lewellen was raised on a ranch in Eastern Oregon and
obtained a B.S. in Crop Science from Oregon State University
followed by a Ph.D. from Montana State University in
Genetics. From 1966 to 2008 he was a research geneticist for
the USDA-ARS at Salinas, California, where he studied the
genetics of sugar beet and as a plant breeder, often used sea
beet as a genetic source to produce many pest and disease
resistant sugar beet germplasm and parental lines, while
authoring more than 100 publications.
This book incorporates twenty contributions on diverse
aspects of the environmental geochemistry in tropical and subtropical environments, drawing together extensive original
research not readily available elsewhere. Coverage includes
intercontinental comparisons drawn on paleoclimatology,
environmental impacts of mining and geochemistry of
continetal shelf sediments.

Growing evidence shows that a dietary pattern inspired
by Mediterranean diet principles is associated with
numerous health benefits. A Mediterranean-type diet has
been demonstrated to exert a preventive effect toward
cardiovascular diseases, in both Mediterranean and nonPage 13/15
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Mediterranean populations. Part of these properties may
depend on a positive action toward healthier metabolism,
decreasing the risk of diabetes and metabolic-syndromerelated conditions. Some studies also suggested a
potential role in preventing certain cancers. Finally,
newer research has showed that a higher adherence to
the Mediterranean diet is associated with a lower risk of
cognitive decline, depression, and other mental
disorders. Overall, a better understanding of the key
elements of this dietary pattern, the underlying
mechanisms, and targets, are needed to corroborate
current evidence and provide insights on new and
potential outcomes.This Special Issue welcomes original
research and reviews of literature concerning the
Mediterranean diet and various health
outcomes:Observational studies on established
nutritional cohorts (preferred), case-control studies, or
population sample on the association with noncommunicable diseases;Level of evidence on the
association with human health, including systematic
reviews and metaanalyses; Evaluation of application of
Mediterranean diet principles in non- Mediterranean
countries;Description of mechanisms of action,
pathways, and targets at the molecular level, including
interaction with gut microbiota.
This book focuses on predictive, preventative and
personalized medicine (PPPM) and how it is related to
the healthcare of rare diseases. Readers will discover
how advanced rare diseases healthcare provides an
excellent “proof-of-principles” for the personalisation of
healthcare systems on a global scale. Chapters look at
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national plans for rare disease, at biobanking, gene
identification, rare cancers, virus gene therapy , induced
pluripotency for cell therapy amongst other topics. There
is a chapter dedicated to personalized medicine for
hereditary deafness and another exploring the
complexity of genotype-phenotype correlations. Specific
diseases such as Fabry's, Gauchers and mitochondrial
cytopathies are highlighted and we look at enzyme
replacement therapy in lysosomal storage diseases. This
work is part of a series, produced with the involvement of
the European Association for Predictive, Preventive and
Personalised Medicine. The series focusses on the
concept of an integrative medical approach by PPPM.
This volume is dedicated to all aspects related to the
prediction, prevention and personalised treatments of
rare diseases, and in doing so it explores developments
relevant to all medical branches. The authors cover
ethical considerations, the creation of a robust platform
for professional communication, synergies with patient
organisations, “doctor-patient” collaboration and a new
philosophy of integrative medicine by PPPM. This
volume serves as a reference source for scientific and
medical centres in the field and can be used both at
medical curricula and graduate level in the life sciences.
Those who place a special emphasis on healthcare
promotion and innovations intended to combat rare
diseases, save the affected lives and enhance life quality
will all find this book of great value.
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